
Quick Review:  We are using JavaScript to develop 
Games.
Our platform is Phaser, and our editor is Brackets.

A sprite sheet is a series of images combined into 
a larger image. Usually the images are frames of 
an animation, thus a single image inside a sprite 
sheet is called frame. 

From the Phaser Docs:
new Sprite(game, x, y, key, frame)

Sprites are the lifeblood of your game, used for nearly 
everything visual.

At its most basic a Sprite consists of a set of coordinates and a 
texture that is rendered to the canvas.

They also contain additional properties allowing for physics 
motion (via Sprite.body), input handling (via Sprite.input),

events (via Sprite.events), animation (via Sprite.animations), 
camera culling and more. 

Tween:
new Tween(target, game, manager)

A Tween allows you to alter one or more properties of a target 
object over a defined period of time. This can be used for 
things such as alpha fading Sprites, scaling them or motion. 
Use Tween.to or Tween.from to set-up the tween values. You 
can create multiple tweens on the same object by calling 
Tween.to multiple times on the same Tween. Additional 
tweens specified in this way become "child" tweens and are 
played through in sequence. You can use Tween.timeScale and 
Tween.reverse to control the playback of this Tween and all of 
its children.

In our last exercise we saw how we can use a tween to animate 
our tiles… 

Demo(1) - "Checking when tween end"

Demo2 - Waiting for player input
(Both key presses & mouse swipes).

Note: there are 4 directions for 
mouse swipes:
Up, down, left & right…  notice the 
console for the time (milliseconds) + 
coordinates. 

Let's	have	a	look	at	handleKey	method.	At	the	moment	we	
just	need	to	know	which	key	has	been	pressed	down.	
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